Identification of tyrosine hydroxylase gene expression in rat spleen.
This study was aimed to identify tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) gene expression in the rat spleen under basal and stress conditions. Using the reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction we did not detect TH mRNA in rat spleen either in control, or immobilized animals. Semi-nested PCR revealed a clear signal, demonstrating that TH mRNA is formed in the spleen, although in low abundance. We also detected both, TH immunoreactive protein and TH activity in the rat spleen that were in higher abundance than expected from the mRNA levels. This study identifies, for the first time, TH gene expression in rat spleen. Since TH protein and activity are present in the spleen in much higher abundance compared to corresponding mRNA, the majority of TH protein is most probably supplied by the sympathetic innervation of spleen.